


Budget And Black Money

Bihar. and for all their quarrels. the
factions of the party remain united in
corruption. The Government is afraid
that the prairie fire of Bihar will spread
to other States if the movement there
succeeds.

It is not possible to say at this stage
who will triumph over whom in the battle
of wills in Bihar. The ruling party and
its Government have not yet shown all
their cards; to what length they plan
to go to frustrate the movement is not
known. The circumspect may wonder
what the step after Assembly dissolution
will be: President's rule is Congress
rule by proxy and even if elections are
held soon it will not be possible to pre-
vent corrupt Congressmen from getting
re-elected through foul means. Mr
Narayan himself is unclear, possibly
because he does not have an answer. His
par~yless democracy will remain unborn
tit! he has been able to devise a fool-
proof method to ensure free and fair

At last we believe we have some idea
of the much-talked-about grand strategy
that the benign Government in New
Delhi is following to check the inflation.
And the supplementary budget has to ,be
thanked for providing this precious piece
of knowledge. The strategy, to put it
bluntly. is to raise prices to check price
rises. This is certainly marvellous and
very profound. Keep on raising the ex-
cise duties and keep on saying that they
would not affect the prices of commodi-
ties for mass consumption, and prices
will start coming down! Unfortunately,
things do not go this. way. All the ex-
cise duty rises are passed on to consu-
mers sooner or later, and in sympathy
with the increases in certain items, others
fall in line and become vastly more cost-
ly. This has been so all through. And
it must have appeared as a joke to many
newspaper readers to read that' the offi-
cials had said that this would not hap-
pen this time. God bless them for' their
infantile naivete. But their masters are
different. They are nothing if not clever.
They know that when' another year of
dizzy inflation would come to an end.
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elections. He has not described the
social goals of the system of his choice
either and the manner in which he pro-
poses to achieve them. He has challen-
ged the existing system but the alterna-
tive system he is offering is supremely
vague. He knows that his non-violent
movement. spiced with occasional talk
of total rebellion, is acting as a safety-
valve. One cannot forget his role in
once-strong Naxalite areas. It is iilso
natural that all political parties would
have reservations about his recipe. for
in a partyless democracy they also will
be extinct. But the Opposition parties
should also ponder what are they for
if they cannot organise people's discon-
tent against the Government into a sm-
tained movement. That an individual
looks like succeeding in this task where
potiticatparties, severally and 'jointly,
have failed. shows that the parties are
lacking, pot the people.

people would like to che,ck the amount of
deficit financing the Government has
incurred and if the figure is too high. the
main blame would he put on its shoulder.
The highly popular Go ernment would
then suffer a very great loss of popula-
rity. So why not guard against such an
event)Jality from now on? The Govern-
ment's record must be kept straight.
Raise taxes as much as you like and just
don't bother how the rest of the economy
is going to behave.

The supplementary budget has also
taken the lid off another basic element
in l'ur anti-inllation strategy. It is:
leave the black money and the black-
marketeers alone. The line of argu-
mrnt seems to be that, after all, it is not
a \~ood thing to ditch the people who
bnancoe tL,e elections, who provide the
opportunity to some of our privileged
citizens to serve the pc-ople. That itself
is a great national service. Indeed, where
would we huve such a brilliant galaxy of
Ministers and legislators unless the black-
moneywallahs stood by them? So the
nation .ought just tf) pass over their usual
peccadillos of cornering of stocks, indul-

ging in blackmarketing in all
hie items and dulterating fo
and fertiliser. Conseql1entl},the
mer.tal'Y budget has oeemedit
the corporete sector untouch
has it incluoed even the sha
measure to net in blark money.
promised all these. But for
being, we must learn how to til
belts.

Teach As You Tra

The Prime Ministers of both In
Pakistan have :been travellin~a
deal in their own countries. telling
what they should do to face the
gel's. imaginary or rea:1, internal
terna\. Their style of speakingis
ent-Mr Bhutto is by far the better
ker and much less given to the h
moral ising-but the contents are
very dissimilar. 80th smell a co
when they are just'unable to do
ab,9ut the internal situation. econo
political. 'a conspiracy backed by
tionary and sinister forces at home.
Bhutto is (a) having great troubl
being ruthless in Baluchistan; (b)
t~me 'this mOllith theen~e Na
Assembly, sitting as a special com
will decide whether the Ahmadis.
whom hold top jobs iII!the army
.the civil administration. are an
sect or not; and (c) there is the
chronic jaundiced relationship with
which worsened after the May 18
than bang. But. for reasons one
not know yet, Mr Bhutto now feels
sured by what Mr Swaran Singh
said. and written to him. He also
given the rebel 8aluchis more ti
deliberate and come to terms. He
tinues. for legitimate reasons. to be
ried about Afghanistan and Kashmir
Russians look rather well after the
ghan army and are now said to
ther enamoured of the idea of Pakh
tan; the growing concern of the
rulers and Sheikh Abdullah with Pa
occupied 'Azad Kashmil;'-which
road links with China-is also wo
Mr Bhutto may think that Kabul
be used as a ploy and Mrs Gandhi'
ing to patch up in Kashmir in re
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tr di~pby of her spirit of ad-

are reasons for looking for an
~. The economic situation in

o desperate th1:\t even a docile
rised population in the, greater
the country might well try to

a political expression to find a
of their misery, made more un-
by the recent ordinances and
budget. The country is' ripe

explosion. Whatever one may
of the m1lddleheadedness of .J. P.
D,he is able to, stir some sections
people and his resort to tactics
Bapnji is unnerving Mrs Gandhi

r government. That perhaps is
on why she is travelling and

the provincial leilders how they
tackle the law and order situation

and if she lilunches upon ano-
adventure to thrill the hungry peo-

is trouble in border areas apart
Kashmir. The Nagas and Mizos
Dot given up. New Delhi wants.
utto to come to terms with the
. , but the Nagas and Mizos are
er different. Their new Govern-

want New Delhi to ease up the
security arrangements and nego-

with the rebels, bur New Delhi just
not listen. China is often mention-
this context. This is what Hindus-
Standard reported on July 4 this

"Asked about the possibility of
assistance to the rebels from out-

the country, the Field Marshal
ekshaw) thought very little possi-
existed because any supply from

tan would have to come in' ships
roundabout way. Supplies from the
e also involved a long haul. He
back: 'Now tell me why should

ask for outside help? Wherefrom
the Naxalites get their arms and

ition?' "
e may add that no cache of Chinese
for Mizos and Nagas has been found

lhe Iraqi Embassy in New Delhi.

Cost Of Living
Government of India has in its

roll trustrd b'lreaucrats looking after
Unlry's administration and plan-

nll'g. The time and energy of many of
them are mostly devoted to finding
W<tYS of how to cheat the economically
oppres~ed workina class. Take the work-
ing class cost of living index calcula-
tions done by a team of h.t-salaried eco-
norr:ists attached to the Simla Labour
Bureau. Th1:\.t the calculations are a fraud
is already known. But that the degree
of the fraud is so enormous was found
out only when a West Bengal experts
,committee ·submitted its report
a few days ago. The committee, ap-
pointed on September 1972 following
persistent demands by trade unions. has
found that the Simla Labour Bureau
conversion factor changing the 1939 base
year to 1944 was grossly wrong.

The Labour Bureau made 2.63 the
conversion factor wh~le the experts com-
mittee calculates that it should be 3.1 3.
The conversion factor for the change-
over from 1939 to 1944 was introduced
by the Labour Bureau in 1957. This
means that for the last 17 years West
Bengal workers have been-and are be-
ing-cheated in a big way and they must
have lost crores of rupees in their dearness
allowance. What is more interesting is
that the memorandum which the Simla
Labour Bureau submitted to the experts
committee during its proceedings admits
that the conversion factor of 2.63 was
wrong and it should have been at least
2.79 to correctly reflect the 1944 prices.
It is now quite clear why both the 'Bu-
reau and the Central Statistical Organisa-
tion strongly opposed the demand of the
trade unions for the appointment of an
experts committee.

One immediate effect of the higher
conversion factor would be an increase
in the workers' income in West Bengal.

Some estimate that the increase would

be about Rs. 60 a month. The workers

in jute and some other industries inclu-

ding commercial lirms in particular were

the worst victims of the index fraud

because their dearness allowances were

based on the 1939 index.

The fraud has been exposed. But the

question remains: who will pay for the

losses which the workers have suffered

for 17 years?

A Mini-State In
Palestine?

MEHMOOD HUSSAI

A LTHOUGH President Sadat seem-
ed euphoric about President

Nixon's visit to West Asia, most of the
people are not happy. A leading
Kuwaiti newspaper described Dr Kissin-
ger as 'a boxer who was gradually
weakening the ,Arab world with blows
to the body and then Nixon was arriv-
ing to deliver thej knock-out.

Lebanon was excluded from Nixon's
visit list, because it is difficult even for
CIA and CIA-infiltrilted Deuxieme B'u-
reau, the Lebanese intelligence, to ensure
Nixon's security in a place where
Palestinian gueritla operations were ex-
'pected to match the visit. Another
Maalot-type '.operation was expected.
Guerilla operations have taken place
and Israel has retaliated by bombing
Lebanon. Had Nixon been there it
would have been a bit embarrassing for
him to be in an Arab country which
was being attacked by Israel.

Although the .Western world gives
credit to Dr Kissinger's shuttle diplo"
macy, it is not a 'miracle' that has been
performed. It has been a strategy of
American imperiallsm to bring about
some sort of settlement between Israel
and frontline Arab regimes to isolate the
Palestine liberation movement which
emerged after the 1967 war 2iS a force to
be reckoned with. In the period 1967-70.
when the resistance was at its peak-
and Nasser's war of attrition had caused
sufficient threat-the U.S. had been
thinking of a 'Settlement through . the
Rogers Plan. Then the U.S. was of the
opinion that if it did not come to good
terms with tIle Arab regimes, its in-
terests, in the long run, would be jeo-
pardised, for the Palestinian resistance
might overthrow the Jordanian regime
which would be the beginning of the
end of US. imperialist hegemony In
West Asia.
. Therefore, the U.S. was thinking of a
formula to bring about an agreement
between Arab regimes ;and Israel to
isolate and liquidate ,the Palestinian re-



sistance. As things h~vle developed
in Egypt-where the process of de
Nasr.erization is in full swing" inviting
American capital-it sufficiently ,streng-
thens the already existing doubt that
there was some collusion between Egypt
and the U.S. before the October War start-
ed. Instead of going ahead beyond the
East bank of the Suez up to the Mitla and
Giddy passes-in fact the Soviet Union
had advised Sadat to come to these two
points so that the Egyptians would be
in a better bargaining position--Sadat
started negotiations with the Americans.
He took an absurd position by saying
that since the U.S. was getting involved
in the war he could not allow his forces
to be massacred. Didn't he knew that
war against Israel means war against
the U.S.?

Now the behind-the-scene scenario is
becoming clear, although many peop~e
were misled by the outward appearance
of the war. What the U.S. wanted was
a limited Egyptian victory so that Sadat's
regime would enjoy internal as well a~
external legitimacy in the Arab world;
and it would be \ an accomplice of
U.S. imperialism by making compro-
mises with Israel. the Zionist State.

Although there is qualitative differ"',
ence between the Egyptian-Israeli and
Syrian-Israeli disengagement agreements
because of Syria's :fight-and-talk style
diplomacy, the petty bourgeois regime
in Syria might fall into the trap. But
the Syrian President Assad has not total-
ly sacrificed the Pales'tinians' cause.
Support for its own guerilla group
'al-Saiqa' and the PLO would continue
unabated; and also Syria has not given
any iron-clad guarantee t~ Dr Kissinger
to stop Palestinian guerilla operations on
the Golan Heights. Of course there
are conflicting reports. Some say that
he was given an assurance.

Although Syria had rejected the Se-
curity Council resolution 242, now it
talks within the UN resolution frame-
work, and would join the Geneva peace
talks,

Palestinian Stand
The Palestine National Council (PNC)

-a sort of Palestinian Parliament in
exile-has decided not to go to the Geneva
conference on the basis of resolution 242
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which brands them only as "refugees",
The Egyptians and the Syrians wanted
disengagement of forces, but the Pales-
tinians want disengagement from resolu-
tion 242, The PNC may decide to join the
Geneva talks only after getting an invi-
tation.

The 12th Congress of the PNC held at
Cairo in June was most successful. If
the Palestinians are invited to Geneva
it would meet again and might send a
Palestinian delegation to hold talks about
a mini-Palestinian !State consisting of
the West Bank and Gaza, some 22 per
cent of Palestine, to establish an "in-
dependent fighting national authority" J
The Egyptians and the Russians want-
ed the word 'fighting' to be removed.
But the PNC included the word 'fighting'
to assure the Palestinians and the Arab
masses that even after the establishment
of the mini-State the struggle for the
total liberation of Palestine would con-
tinue. The PNC declared that they will
"struggle against any Palestinian en-
tity whose price is recognition of Israel",
It obviously means the PLO will never
recognize the Zionist entity even if it
comes to power in parts of Palestine.

Going to Geneva would not mean
that the Palestinians have abandoned
their ultimate strategy 'of total libera-
tion; it would mean a "fight and nego-
tiate" strategy. Of course, the PFLP
may like to boycott negotiations. But
if the representatives of the PLO sit next
to the delegates of Egypt, Syria, Israel,
the U.S, and USSR at the Geneva talks,
it will mean the world' community has
recognized their cause.

It was a shock for those who thought
'that resistance in the occupied area
has collapsed. The Palestinians of

\

Israel have intensif~ed guerilla opera-
tions and have gradually divided the
Israeli society. Jewish writers, poets
and intellectuals now advocate
a dialogue with the Palestinians, to
avoid massacres. There is also de-
mand for more democratisation of Israeli
society.

The Ma'alot operation, by Palestinian
guerillas was one in the series of suc-
cessive blows tbat have been assiduously
struck' ag!linst Israeli society. Israeli force~
were responsible for the Maalot mas-
sacre because the three PDFLP guerillas,

who live in Is ael, took the
hostages and wanted the release
of their comrades from Israeli
they were aiven the impression
imprisoned guerillas were
Damascus, But they were be
the Israelis. The deadline
the guerillas was 6 o'clock but
forces stormed the school at 5.
killed the guerillas; thus the chil
massacred. Then the ' Palest'
fugee camp, Ain el-Hildeh, in
was heavily bombed resulting in
deaths and destruction. Sin
October war Israelis feel incr
insecure and cast doubt on. the
of their army. The Maalot
called. Moshe Dayan 'son of a
tute' for not providing adequate
tec.tion.

Now the Palestinian strategy is
tensify the resistance inside Israel.
Shmona (the guerilla operatioa
took place on 11 April 1974lea
the death of 18 Israelis) and Maal
operations to remind Israeli
that even after twenty-six years 0

,;:reation of ~he Zionist-imperialis.t
and twenty~slx years of occupatulD,
people of Israel have to make
with the Palestinians. Mrs
Meir's statement that "Palestinians
exist" has been totally shattered.
are many people in Israel who
that the rights of the Palestinians
be recognizeci.

New Role for Arab Regimes
After the October war things

moving. Zionism as a political force
begun to decline. Even American
perialism cannot entirely rely on I.
for maintaining imperialist hegem
because in the long run it will p
counter-productive. In the coming
cade the ~.S. lWould be dependent
Arab oil. Therefore, Dr Kissi
had to start his shuttle diplomacy
lowed by Mr Nixon's visit to imp
relations with the Arab regimes.

Israel's traditional role was to su
the liberation movements in the
world and Africa. The U,S. sup
arms and ammunition to some of
African countries through the third-<
try-technique (Israel) to suppress
liberation movements. Also someof
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unlries used 'to train thei~
rs in Israel.

e U.S. wants this role to be
re by the reactionary Arab

in WestAsia and Africa. Dras-
in the situation after the 1967

the Jordanian civil war of 1970
ted U.S. imperialism to change
e, from Israel to Arab regimes,

Israelhas been proved to be a
al aggressor.For the U.S., it is

y and economically not very
alwaysside with Israel. More-
liberationmovement in the Gulf

be suppressed through the Arab

Yemen (People's Democratic
of Yemen) is a progressive

whichprovides the base for the
of 'the Gulf. The ': guerillas
ninety per cent of the moun-
in the Dhofar province of

If the guerillas capture power
, the oil-rich Arabian Gulf would
their hands and imperialism and
the Sheikhs and Sultans, would

ed for ever.
imperialism, after jits bitter
e in Vietnam, does not want

involveddirectly in the area. It,
re, wants to make Iran, Saudi
and some other regimes sub-

list powers to suppress the libe-
movementsin the Gulf. In order

these nefarious designs, the
nd Britain are arming these re-
and trying to spread the impe-
tentaclesall over the Middle East.
ab of Iran, in collaboration with
is not only busy suppressing the
at home, some of them are train-
the Palestinians-but also help-
tan Qabus of Oman to suppress
rillas of the Gulf. King Faisal
imsthat it is his responsibility to
. stability in the Gulf.

the u.s, is not against Arab
as Arab regimes will serve the
ist interest. Arab reactionaries

appress revolutionaries in I Arab
'can countries.
U.S. and Arab reactionaries rea-

unless they solve the Palestine
, they cannot fulfil their role.
re. they want a Palestinian re-
ilar to the Arab regimes. The re-

do not seem to be happy at the
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PLO's insistence on the total liberation
of Palestine. The Egyptians fear that
with such a precondition the PLO may
not reach Geneva.

Once a fighting national authority is
established in mini-Palestine, ',and if it:
actually becomes an independent Pales-
tine State under the leadership of the
PLO, it. would become a Igreat threat
not only to Israel, Jordan and the U.S. but
to :some 'other Arab regim!es. The
establishment of this mini-State would-
boost the morale of the revolutionaries
of the Gulf. Turkish urban guerillas,
Iranian Maoists etc. Therefore, attempts
will be made to create a degenerate
mini-Palp.stine. But the 'fedayeen'
would resist.

After suffering diPfo.matic.sellbadks
in the Arab world, the USSR would give
more support to the proposal for a mini-
Palestinian State; only by giving more
support to the PLO can it improve its
image in West Asia.

This neo-colonial role of the U.S. in
, West Asia, based on the realistic' assess-
ment of the situation, has definitely over-
shadowed f30viet diplomacy. Ye't
some people believe Dr Kissinger might
have reached some secret understand-
ing with the Soviet Union. It might not
have been possible for Dr Kissinger to
make Syria agree to the disengagement
without getting timely assistance from
Andrei GrQmyko, who reached Damas-
cus in right time. Gromyko's talks
with President Assad helped Kissinger.
They were reported to have emphasised
'to both 'the parities the 'big1Jower ,in-
terest in the negotiations; also they told
them that unless they agree: Qn dis-
engagement, the super-powers might some
day or the other impose a settlement.

Surprisingly, the agreement. was hailed
in the Soviet Union as a Soviet-S,yrian
joint accomplishment, and Tass describ-
ed it as a Soviet contribution to the
achievement.

The Soviet Union can only make up
its waning influence in the area by sup-
porting the proposal for a mini-Palestinian
State. Russians can retaliate against
the reactionary Arab regimes by giving
material aid to the guerillas of the Gulf,
which they have been doing to rival the
Chinese inll~ence. B~t the Palestinian
strategy of total liberation is also em-

barrassing for the Soviet Union which
ha's recognised ;the existence of the
Zionist entity. The Soviet po-
licy in the, area requires a
radical overhaul. If war is resumed in
future it is the Soviet Union which would
gain linfluence. Theref~e the Soviets
may not be interested in a lasting peace.

Syria is now talking within the UN
resolution framework. It will go with
the Palestinian cause to some lextent.
Their struggle on the Golan Front after
the October, ceasefire and till the disen-
gagement is appreciated. Iraq will con-
tinue to be a firm supporter of the
PLO's total liberation strategy.

As far 'as Egypt 'and Saudi Arabia are
concerned, they would ' pressurize the
U.S.' to solve the Palestinian problem
without which they cannot dare say be-
fore the Arab masses that America is
their ' ••friend.... President Sadat and
King Faisal forced Nixon to pay atten-
tion to the legitimate rights of tlie
Palestinian people -.as an essential factor
for achieving peace in West Asia, and
he was forced to' call the Palestinians a
people and not refugees.

Things are really painful for Israel
on the question of the rights' of the Pales-
tinian people. Things are moving fast
after the October war; guerilla opera-
tions' are freque~t all over Israel and
every operation has become a suicide
'mission; there is no security of life
there; the first three wars had been
the offensivl) for Israel but the last
one was a defensive war; and all these
things combined together give rise to a
growing feeling in Israel that they have
becom:e politically weak, they havei to
vacate the Arab territories' and 'One day
they will have to hold a dialogue with
the Palestinian guerillas who have be-
come a great political force to be reckon-
ed ...withj The Palestinians' Political
struggle--which comes out of the
al!med struggle-is gradually isolating

'the State of Israel. Israel opposes the
move for holding talks with the Palesti-
nian "terrorisb" and for the establish-
ment of the mini-State, although it is
always prepared to ' hold talks with
King Hussein to negotiate the West
'Bank. . But any talks with King
Hussein or his puppets about
Palestinian territory would be firm-

I
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Iy resisted by the guerillas.
There is a feeling among many Pales-

tinians that there would be no agree-
ment and the negotiations might be of
no use and the Arab States might re-
turn to war; yet they are prepared to
see Arafat's diplomatic game.

The talk in the Western press and alI
over the world itself is a sign of victory
for Palestinian guerillas, because the
Palestinian people are passing through
different stages: from mere refugees-
whose existence was never recognized-
to a nation; and from a nation to a
national existence In an independent
State. This atmosphere has been creat-
ed by the relentless and determined arm-
ed struggle of the guerillas. Ultimate-
ly all concerned may have to accept the
establishment of a mini-State in Pales-
tine or a big State in course of time with
a secular, democratic and progressive cha-
racter. Yet there are people who think
this State would coexist with Israel with-
out formalIy recognising it, just as capi-
talism and communism coexist. It is ex-
pected to be something like North Korea
and South Korea.

However, the mini-State, if established,
would continue its relentless armed strug-
gle for the establishment of a revolu-
tionary regime in Jordan and total liber-
ation of Palestine and the U.S. would

I

try to sandw,ich it between Israel and
Jordan. But the new strategy of Ame-
rican imperialism in West Asia would
not last long, for the Arab masses at
heart h~'Ve not reconciled with Zionism
and imperialism.

'Complete Success'
"The operation was a complete sue

the enemy did not succeed in lightin
single fire. The stores of inflamm
material were captured intact and
the Israeli engineer officer who pia
the project was taken prisoner. He
he had come to the canal the day

ace "secret weapon" which was
to his lack of concern about
an imminent attack.

"Fourthly", continues the
Gen. Shazli, "there were tanks
mmable liquid, each holding a
tons, situated at short distances
other. The enemy could pump
flammable material on to the su
the water and then set light to it.
the surface of the canal would
a blazing inferno that would bum
thing on the water and even
fish within the canal. Anyone'
200 meters would be scorched
heat. The enemy could keep th
burning by continuing to pump the
mmable material onto the surface
water".

The tanks were buried deep
ground immune to artillery fire and
ped by underwater pipes. Rubber
and pontoon bridges would have
peared in a .holocaust. With even
most effective fire extinguishers, the
tial fires started would blaze for at
30 minutes and in the ensuing
between flames and chemical ele
the latter would almost certainly be
losers. The "secret weapon" ho
was not a secret to Egypt. which de
a method to beat it, and thereby p
the Vietnamese thesis that man cao
ways overcome the worst that other
can invent.

"Our plan was to send frogmen
close these (underwater) pipes
cement. while in the event of failure.
the operation to close the pipes.
bers .of the 'Saiqa ' ("Tempest"
mando units of the Egyptian Army)
to seize the tanks at once. As an e
precaution we observed the direction
the ~urrent in the canal throughout
day and on this basis chose cross
points where our forces could cross a
the current and thus avoid the fire
ting on the water.

The Mideast War In
Retrospect-I

WILFRD BURCHETf

Historians may dispute who won the
October war but they will have to agree
that the war and its by-products trans-
formed the Middle East and the world
in general.

Arab critics' of Egypt's President
Anwar Sadat at least give him credit
for the political and diplomatic results
of his strategy of "heating up" the
Middle East 6ituation !by 'putting , the
Egyptian Army across the Suez Canal
and in inflicting unacceptably severe
losses on the Israeli armed forces ...

The inescapable fact seems to be
that Dayan felt secure in a Maginot
Line type complacency ba:sed on a com-
bination of confidence in the "impreg-
nable" defences of the Bar Lev line,
which included what he considered an.
unbeatable "secret Weapon", and a
racist contempt for Egyptians as fighters.

Regarding the J "impregnable deJ
fences", there is Gen. Shazli's (Chief of
Staff during the operation) description.

Details now available of what went
on the night of October 6 and the pre-
parations for !that action. .prove it to
have been a great military feat of which
any modern army could be proud ...

"The Suez Canal is a unique water
obstacle which differs from all other
rivers and canals for the following rea-
sons: -firstly the steepness and height of
the banks on both sides which prevents
amphibious vehicles from getting into or
out of the water obstacle without pre-
vious engineering operations. This pecu-
liarity is shared only by the Panama
Canal and a limited number of man-
made channels. Secondly the fact that
the enemy had erected an earth wall.
40 to 60 feet high right on the edge of
the east bank. which made it impossible
for any amphibious vehicle to cross un-
less this wall was removed. Thirdly the
fact that the Bar Lev line had been
instalIecl right ~long the eastern bank
'to strike at any forces trying to cross."

Then came the description of what
Moshe Dayan certainly regarded as an\England

Glasgow G.l
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PETER NIELSEN

Dogmatism And Reality

even Gen. Dayan, grudgingly would agree
with Gen. Shazli'~ appreciation of this
phase of the canal crossing that "these
brilliant engineering operations will ever
redound to the glory of Egyptian engi-
neers throughout the world".

(Abridged. F rom The Guardian.
New York).

(Stat. Jahresbuch der BRD, 1970. p. 469)
DA claims as a "naked truth" that the

West German workers are waging a)
"constant struggle" to maintain their
"existence-'minimum (by Western .stan-
dards) ". This is perfectly true if
"constant" . and I "struggle" refer to
the yearly wage negotiations between
trade union bosses and capitalists (and

1969
84%
99%
89%
85%
71%

1962
45%
94ro
55%
68%
380/0

TV
Radio
Refrigerator
Vacuum-cleaner
\Vashing machine

rage savings rate of the workers has
approached lOra". thus making it ob-
vious to 'the readers that the claimed
real-wage decrease is to be found In
the realm of metaphysics. HR admits
that "in 1969. 49% of all working cass
famil~es could afford a car", but he
quickly asks us not to attach too much
importance to this fact. saying that ac-
cording to income. number of children
etc. it differs very much whether a
family belongs to this 49 % or not. To
this I can add that in 1962 the corres-
ponding rate was 23%, which means
that in the period 1962-69, which ac-
cording to HR should have been charac-
terized by" Il'eal-wage klecrease, .I a
quarter of the workers joined the ranks
of the car-owners. Although corres-
ponding figures for 1965 and 1973 are
not available, the tendency in' the rate
of some other consumer goods in West
Germany working-class households is
very clear:

them all night to set up bridges", he said,
"and that we would be able to prevent
this' with our armour .... As it transpired
this wa~ no easy matter and our efforts
to bring tanks up to the canal cost us
very dear. We had not anticipated
that" .

I think that most military specialists,

IN the April 11 issue of ' 'Frontier"
HR and DA oppose my point of

view concerning West Germany. The
starting point of our disagreement is
what the standard of living of the West
German workers is. and I cannot agree
with DA that this question has nothing
to do with a political standpoint. The dis~
agreement appears exactly because of
the dogmatism of HR and DA. who
stubbornly claim that ,the tendency to
wards absolute impoverishment of the
working-l,class (which Marx discovered
was a law of capitalism) prevails in the
present-day West Germany; although
this goes against l!eality. The reality
is. that the tendency --10 bribe the work-
ers (which was mentioned by Marx and
Engels in connection with the indus~
trial monopoly of England in the last
century and by Lenin on any occasion
when he occupied himself with the growth
of opportunism in Western Europe and
thus not could be unknown to any
Marxist) prevails in' imperialist West
Germany today.

HR begins with "facts" and says that
J lie worse than the bourgeois press.
He quotes phrases from the West Ger~
man press such as "tightening the belt"
and "voluntarily decrease mass con-
slUuption" avoiding, however. to add
that such words appeared, not under
pressure of HR's imaginary reality, but
as part of bourgeois propaganda to
make the unions modify their demands
in the negotiations. HR goes on clairrf-
ing that since the mid-sixties the real
wage has been decreasing, but later iri
the article he provides us with the fact
that "only in the past f7w years the ave-

to examine the tanks".
big problem was how to cut
h the 40-to-60-foot-high ear-

parts which the Israelis had
the east bank and those of

equal height built by the Egypt-
g the west bank. Altogether
gaps had to be made, each
feet wide so that bridges and

could be installed and made ope-
After experiments with explo-
rk started on improving ultra-
ure water cannons. "until the
were able to make a gap in

from two to five minutes". The
Is of the builders of the Pyra-
the Suez Canal were not going

e matter of earth removal de-
when it came to military affairs.

awn up the achievements of the
engineers," continued Gen.

lthey made 60 gaps in the earth
and installed 10 bridges and
SO ferries across the canal. and
m between six and nine hours."

r was sounded by the thunder-
of 2000 guns accompanied by
of 200 planes hitting at key

oog and behind the Bar Lev
100 more at sensitive spots

Golan Heights on the Syrian fronts.
eli defenders must have got the

f their lives when they saw gaps
earthen ramparts opening up, the

.• eltiog like butter before the ir-
jets of the water cannon; and

so at the first wave of 8000
ing a flame-free canal in rub-

Is. followed by tanks rumbling
the pontoon bridges. Within 24
6ve fully-equipped divisions were
the canal-together with support-
. , well over 100,000 men.

could almost be excused for
g decreed all-out mobilization,

the warnings he must have reo
and not having massed tanks and
for active defence, when the

defence system had been brought
a degree of perfection. Four
r the crossing of the canal. he

tdmit in an "off-the-record" brie-
luaeli editors that he had com-
underestimated Egypt's ability to

canal.
d a theory that it would take

plete suc
in lighti
inflamm
:t and
vho pia
er. He
i day
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include the scattered strikes which, for
instance, in the often-mentioned 1969
affected less than 1ro of West German
workers) and when you add that the
bracket about Western standards means
the inclusion of cars, TV, an average
savings rate of 10ro etc. For the sake
of clarity it should then also be men-
tioned that this might be the existence-
minimum of the West German working
class as a petit-bourgeois working-class
aristocracy but that it has nothing to
do with either the human existence-
minimum (a certain number 'of calories)
or the Marxist conception of -the re-
sources necessary for the maintenance of
life.

It was of course not my intention to
claim that West German workers are
not exploited or that they get houses or
medical treatment of the same quality
as does the German capitalist class. It
was however my intention to state that
our workers are living in relative pros-
perity, relative compared to world stan-
dards and compared to the impoverish-
ment, which according to the laws of
capitalism, will at the end be the lot of
the workers. And while the temporary
prosperity of the workers is the material
foundation of social-democratitA influ-
ence and social-democratic apology of
imperialism, it is to me a proof of the
disgusting nature of imperialism which
by bribing a small section of the peo-
ples of the world and maintaining in-
human conditions for the rest divides
the working masses of the world.

The strategy of achieving socialism
in West Germany is for HR that of
leading the workers in the struggle for
higher wages and other benefits (for that
purpose the KBW--Communist League
of W.G.--has in fact raised the demand
for a 35-hour week and 8 weeks' paid
holidays a lear ). The working class
should then, through this struggle, be-
come aware of the necessity of socialism.
HR himself mentions that the non-union
strikes for higher wages in 1969 and
1973 were made possible by a boom in
the West German economy, and in the
KBW Foundation Papers (Ergebnisse
der Grundungskonferenz des KBW, Hei-
delberg 1973, p. 39-40) you read: "The
working dass has not ~een weakened
through any longer period of non-em-
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ployment. At the same time the attack
on the real wage goes hand in hand
with the boom of the state of the mar-
ket (Aufschwung der Konjuktur). That
improves objectively and subjectively the
conditions of the Istruggle against the de-
terioration of ~iving conditions. The
working class must make use of the still
,Va~,lturable conditions of stroggle t in
order to initiate the struggle and arm
itself for more difficult struggles." HR
and the KBW stubbornly refuse to see
that the booms mentioned are booms of
an 'imperialist economy, that struggles
for getting benefits' on the basis of these
booms are struggles for the further
HnkiI\g Itogether of the West German
workers with imperialism and thus will
not make the workers aware of the
necessity of socialism. HR has appa-
rently never heard about the crisis-pro-
ducing internal contradictions in impe-
rialism and thus believes that my refer-
ence to the destiny of German imperial-
ism according to the law of these con-
tradictions is due to a subjective "hope"
of mine for breakdowns in general.
Maybe HR thinks that-as a result of
the KBW-raised demands for further
benefits-it will be possible to establish
workers' rule in West Germany without
any "economic catastrophe" affecting its
prosperous imperialist foreign connec-
tions. In that case HR should declare
himself to be an advocate of bourgeois
socialism, of social-imperialism.

HR and DA do not like my "con-
tempt" for the West European working
class. This working class is however
no holy animal and when it is imbued
with petit-bourgeois and pro-imperialist
sentiments it is the duty of communists
not to lie such facts away but to criticise
it. HR thinks that the idea of the peo-
ples in the imperialist countries sucking
the blood of Ithe )peoples in the sup-
pressed countries is an instrument against·
the solidarity of the peoples against im-
perialism. However, any international
solidarity, other than phraseological,
should be based on the recognition of
reality. The ideas to which HR refers
with anger are nothing but the recog-
niti(m of the deep connection between
imperialism .and ,opportunism in the

working cl~ss, the knowledge of which
in 1920 made Lenin declare at the 2nd

Congless of the Comintern: ••
must ask: how is the persistence
trends in Europe to be explained
is. this opportunism stronger in
Europe than in our country? It
cause the culture of the advan
tries has been, and still is, the
their being able to live at the
of a thousand million oppressed
It is because the capitalists of
countries obtain a great deal
this way than they could ob
'pro1its by plundering the worke
their own countries.

"Before the war, it was cal
tha t the three richest countries
France and Germany- got
eight ,and ten Ithousand million
a year from the export of capital
apart from other sources.

"It goes without saying that,
this tidy sum, at least five hund'"
lions can be spent as a sop to the
leaders and the labour aristocracy,
on all sorts of bribes. The whole
boils down to nothing but bribe"
is done in a thousand different
by increasing cultural facilities in
largest centres, by creating educa'
institutions, and by providing c
tive, trade union and parliamentary
ers with thousands of cushy jobs.
is done wherever present-day ci'
capitalist relations exist. It is
thousand of millions in superpro6ts
form the economic basis of oppo
in the working-class
lected Works, Moscow 1966, Vol.
p. 230).
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FROM: A CORRESPONDENT

The Knack

they exist. The established communist
parties in most countries are more eager
to gain credence from either Russia OJ

China than to organise the masses on
the issues, to fight out forces of reac-
tion whether they are national or
foreign.

There are exceptions. Vietnam and
Cambodia reverberate with the spring
thunder.

. V. G. KRISHNA MURTHY

have been quite a few write-
on the living conditions of

workers, the latest appearing in
6, 1974 issue of "Frontier".

a fresh treatise ~n the condi-
the working class in the West,
lines of the classic work of
viz. "Conditions of the Working

in England", \first published In
willbe of much value.
crux of the matter at present is
much the condition of the work-

IS setting a stage for revolutiorf."
an areas of the world, i.e.. the

capitalist countries, are bound
e a working class which lives on
rplus value created by 'the work-
the underdeveloped and colonial

. , sharing the same with their
t masters.

it determines the struggle is not
the contradiction between the

and the capitalists, in the ad-
economies, but also the r.ondi-

of and the contradiction between
ployed and unemployed or under-
ed. It is the material condition
poor that matters, whether they

Ie and clash with the capitalists
the present or not, as well as their

rtion in society. Before science
technologymade great strides into
fivesof the workers, the material
ion of the workers was poor. Thr
of life of the ordinary workers in

advanced West being the same as
of Class I officers in this country is

consequence so long as the plight
the poor is unspeakable and their

r considerable. It does not fol-
that better material conditions of
implyprogress in the spiritual and
development of the workers, for

. usness varies with existence, and
is social values rule meu's minds

• stratifiedcapitalist society.
ondly, that strikes are conducted

the quality of beer supplied in can-
etc. are an indication that the

en in the said context have been
lassified that their social position

is a form of property. It js use"

ful to know whether luch strikes sue·
ceed. Perhaps they do, since these suc-
cesses further blunt the consciousness
of the workers. Strikes so far conduct-
ed fQr emancipation or amelioration, in
most cases, have been failures. There
are. again. strikes engineered -'by the
manufacturer:! themselves to relieve a
temporary glut in the market.

Strikes fail because of the workers'
'incapacity ·'to hold on during a pro-
longed action, simply because the means
of production-,Hence the means of
subsistence--are in the hands of capi-
talists whose interaction with labour is
essential for the workers to survive and
for production 'to continue, )a)1 'inevit-
ability of the capitalist social process. IT is three hours now sin'ce I saw the

Western countries are tiny bits of Bangalore production of "The
land !with high density of population, Knack". And I am now writing this
necessitating private property to be with some reluctance.
held in the form \ of material goods. There are many ways to judge a play,
'stocks and ;shares, and very remotely and mine probably is among the least
in the form of large !estates of land or sophisticated. I am no critic. Yet it

~prec.ious metals. The relative uniformity seems to me that, on grounds of COol-

in the mode of jiving, ·as far as mate- mon sense, what I am about to do is
rial conditions are concerned, blunts the defensible. For I propose to set up a
contradiction between the, haves ond criterion that sefs conventionaal ration-
the have-nots, relatively, in these econo- ality on its head.
mies. In such cases it is the role of Up to now, I have seen plays judged
the impoverished that matters. \ It is and criticised on the basis of the author
their conditions of living that determine or the actors. I prefer to judge this
the foundations of society. The rich play on the basis of its audience.
and the commoner may not have differ- There is quite clearly a relationship
ent conditions of living in the techno- between the play-its writer, actors and
logically advanced societies where el~c- producers-and its audience. The one
tricity, T.V., automobiles are not only cannot exist without the other. What
a factor, but also common features of I propose 'is )tb shift ,the emphasis to
general living standards. But the same the 'enviro~ment' in which the play is
set barriers between the poor and the - no pun intended-played out. In one
rich in the urban and rural populations sense it is righting a past wrong. In
of the colonial and 'undeveloped Afri- another ... Iet us. see ...
can. Asian and Latin American nations. _ The audience was largely made up of
with a feudal and semi-feudal rural side. representatives of the upper class elite

These new factors came into opera- of Bangalore-and India. The play,
tion after Marx and Lenin had drawn like this review. is in English. Only 2%-
up their formulations about a working if that-of India's five hundred odd mil-
class whose life pr€,~nted a tale ot lions speak this language. Just about
slow and steady death. It is no more everyo'ne in the audience-and this, I
the workers iof--;' , particular l.60untry confess, is only an educated guess-
set against the capitalists and exploiters makes over five thousand rupees a year ..
of their own country; the shrinking globe This puts them in the top one per cent
has made the contradictions acute be- of the income earners of India's five
tween the workers of the whole world hundred odd millions. I can go on.
against the exploiters of the world. In· But if I emphasise this point, it is to
ternationalism means realisation and make only 'the following observation:1
identification of the enemies wherever while the play was .most certainly held

\



in India, the audience was most atypical
of India. In the larger reality of India
and her society, "The Knack" is a mis-
fit. In London or New York it would
not have been.

:this in itself is not {:1erhaps very
serious. Let us consider then the sub-
stance of the play and this audience's
reaction to it. "The Knack" refers to
the ability of a major "actor, what's-
his-name, to ,sedude women. Regard-
less of the factual situation in this res-
pect in India-that does not concern us
here-this is a topic that is taboo in
the relevant echelon of this our Indian
society. (Abroad it is not.) But that
is not all.

The humour in th;e play is -built
around the sexual frustration of a se-
cond (major) character, who-the-devil-
is-he. The two represent extremes. Be-
twe'en them is an unscrupulous and
eccentric '---;-and mischievous - painter
whose function in the play I characteris-
ed during the playas that of Narada
Mahamuni in Indian folklore. The foil
is provided by a woman who as a
young French belle in London is pretty
much a fish out of water. Her charac-
ter is perfectly suited to that of the
vociferous but subdued suppressed bour-
geOis woman.

This much is essential as background
for what I have to say. How did the
audience react? Just as one would ex-
pect. To all. appearances, everyone
was enjoying himself. I heard enough
laughs and giggles to assert this boldly.
But it was not the cal'efree laughter
with which this audience would have
responded to the plight of Laurel and
Hardy. It was a strained laughter. Ex-
cept when the lines were brilliant (which
was not often) it was the kind of laugh-
ter that is just a little too loud, quickly
suppressed and foilowed/ accompanied
by a sly/embarrassed glance at one's
neighbour.

The reason, I think, is obvious. Just
about everyone in the hall-I add the
rider because I do not know-identified
himself/herself with who-the-devil-is-he.
Nor in the world outside th~ hall, that
is where this elite stands. Then, in
laughing at him, they were (uneasily)
laughing at themselves. Hence the strain~ .
In the case of La~rel and Hardy we
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laugh at the absurdity of life. In this
case we acknowledge its stark reality-
and affirm our sense of futility. Neither
the logic I:)f the play, nor that of the
audience permits any other solution.

I have made the point that the Indian
elite who watched "The Knack" with me
tonight is the Westernised elite. And
here lies its tragedy. In Western socie-
ty, where this play originates, its humour
differs from that of Laurel and Hardy in
degree only, for it reflects absurdity too.
Here in India, as I have already argued,
it mirror.s, the reality of a cultural misfit.
The reasons and causes of this would
take us far afield. What is of import-
ance is the qualitative difference bet-
tw:een carefree and strained laughter.
That does not rest on the play. It rests
squarely on the underdeveloped audience.
This audience that apes Western norms
is not Western, and can never be. It
is a misfit both here and there: in a
word. it is underdeveloped-and under-
developing.

But if all this is correct, why does
this audience produce and patronise such
plays? Firstly, because it is a "play",
and as such, "not real". It is like fac-
ing a tiger, thinking of it as a domestic
cat, acknowledging the (true) fact that
it is feline, and in the process letting
off (some nervous) steam without under-
standing the nature of the tiger. That
way the kettle won't explode, in the
same sense that a child will (tempora-
rily) stop crying if handed a bar of
Cadbury's. Secondly, such a play fos-
ters the ill~sion that the audience is
"hip", "mod", "with-it" or what have
you. This is the exact opposite of the
true state of affairs, but it is from this
illusion that this underdeveloped group
of people draw their life-blood. Thirdly,
it fosters the connected illusions of free
speech, art for art's make ..

Perhaps it will be said that I exagger-
ate. In one sen&e that is true, for I
have deliberately tried to highlight cer-
tain aspects of an unpleasant truth.
Those who would dispute me must be
prepared to present their own version
of the truth, if a meaningful dialogue is
to ensue. But to avoid useless contro-
versy, I will try to show. by an example,
that what I am pointing a finger at is

the truth. And that will also 5

this is a reluctant revIew.

No Blind Bias
I was, tonight, part of the a

I am speaking of. My remarks.
are undoubtedly subjectlve. I am
scious of this. And I hope thal
consciousness spares me the bur
blind bias. Be that as it may,
no reason to suppose that what
to the audience does not apply
or my group. To the contrary.
I can speak with considerable con
The tensions I speak of are most
tainly our tensions. The pressureJ
numerous and interconnected with
own underdeveloping reality: hier
rank, individualism/tradition, sex,
ing, conflict of all sorts. We feebly
against it, but we will not face up
it. Like all th~ others there pr
I will try to sugarcoat the pill. B
will not try to do away with the wre
bitter thing. for to do away with it if
do away with my safe cocoon like
tence, with its security and its com

Why then do I write in this ,
Who knows how the human mind
From a caterpiller I have grown into
cocoon. The time has come to devel
to grow. It is impossible to keep
underdeveloping, to be underdeve\o
for ever. I personally, and the
hundred odd millions in this coun
must break the shackles that bind
and these are largely of our own rna .
Here the usefulness of my analogy
evident. The emergence of the bu
fly requires the destruction of the coe
That is a part of life. And if I writ
it is to share this understanding.
this is essential for a successful com
tion of the process of development;
is only this understanding, and joint a
tion based on it, that will help us esca
the clutches of underdevelopment.

A final word. Some of this will n
seem consistent to one one looks at
in the light of cold and formal 10'
But that does not mean it is wrong
only m·eans . 'it is formalJy 'inconsist
The development of a caterpiller into
butterfly is not a matter of logic,
of life. The ability to develop a
damental issue from a simple event is
knack too. I rest my case.
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"Carm Hava"

mOtltycommumtles in all capi-
and neo-colonia! countrIes face

predicament and India is no
It is always the honest mid-

people and the workers and
whoare the worst victims. Not
rtunistswho have the uncanny

of alwaysbeing on the winning
the two-timers who can always
themselvesinto servile ~orners,

• thosehapless reople who ima-
exhortations of the pimps to

aiFhtforwardas their own hearts
the worst victims. 'Garm Hava'

US such a group of individuals
slowly ground into destitution.
fernsfaced by Salim Mirza and

av are common to all such Mus-
. ies in India. The makers of

Hava'have done a very good job
And if the depiction of a very

'111 problem is considered to be
pli~m, then I. for one, prefer
plism to secularisn:t which is
but a pseudonym for hypocrisy

countryof ours.
makersof 'Garm Hava' cannot

too much for their cin~ma-
'c competence. The illusion is
eet that it is easy to forget that
sittingin a theatre. It is as if

has been thrown open and
that we glimpse a fa:r,ily going
theirday-to-day life, loving and
, quarrellingand rejoicing. It is
to forget such poignant scenes

one in which the old lady hides
• shelf to escape the necessity "f

the ancestral home. Saiim
's lone hattie against tremendous
and his final decision to fight the
and join the mainstream of strug-

inspiringand exhilarating.
warm and throbbing human

is not just a tale of a Muslim
It is universal in its significance.

appealto all refugees of all iands.
Hindus from East Bengal. the
from Israel, the immigrants in

and all other people who have
leavetheir own home and land.

a bond of kinship with Salim
They will find epitomised in

Mirza ~hib their own struggles and
aspirations,

Perhaps 'Garm Hava' does not poinl
very clearly to the path of salvation:
perhaps the treatment of the theme is
somewhat wistful. but in. the last analy-
sis, ~ film definitely goes against th~

A'tiling classes. If the film-makers of
our country can continue to procl,lCc
such refreshingly honest films instead of
deliberate misrepre~entations of reality
in ceTluloid, then one day the policy of
appeasement and of presenting a false
front of benignity carried out by the
rulers with the help of such minions ,1S

the Film Finance Corporation will
boomerang upon themselves.

Film-Coel1 Calcutt;;.

S c.A.: '
On Unification

/

The artiCle entitled "On the Problems
of Unification" (July 13. 1974), while
cc~rlr'ectlyindicating ,the dangers of

liquidation, and strongly defending the
idea of strengthening the CPI (ML). has
made serious mistakes with regard, to
the process of unification and the evalua-
tion of Comrade Charu Mazumdar.
The proposal made in the article, if
taken in toto •. may also lead to liquida-
ti~n. The authors of the article have
isol'ated 'the process lof unifi..•
cation from our party history i.e.
the history of 'Strugg\'e between two
lines in our Party. They have proposed
that' all the Central Committee members
elected in the First Congress, i.e. the
8th Congress, should unite and if ALL
of them unite and revive the CC, then
they are ready to accept the revived
CC as the genuine centre. What will
be the position if two out of seven re-
fuse to revive the CC? Should the CC
remain defunct and paralysed until all
seven revive it? This is nothing but
fatalism. Unfortunately one member of
the CC has joined the ruling Congress
since 1970. Should the party remain
paralysed till he is persuaded to come
back to the' CPI (ML) ?

The CC should be revived by a majo-
rity of its mewbers' outside. If the ma-
jority unite and uphold a correct poli-
tical line there should be no hesit-ation

on the part of any party member to
accept this revised CC as the party
centre. If, even after revival of the
CC by a majority of its members, some
party members or units refuse to recog-
nise it as the centre even without hav-
ing any political difference or any major
difference, then they are practising no-
thing but groupism and sptittism.

Now let us see what happened in the
party. After the Party Congress in 1970
the then General Secretary did not call
a single CC meeting. Placing himself
high above the Party and the CC
and without calling any CC meeting, he
issued left-sectarian calls one after an-
other; some of whu:h even negated the
party programme. Some responsible
members, particularly some PB and CC
members, opposed them and demanded
a CC meeting. But the General Secre-
tary refused t? convene it. By making
the CC defunct h~ kept the entire party
in a paralysed state.

He expelled many comrades. who were
also slandered. and set up parallel fac-
tions in many regions. In India's war
of aggression against ,Pakistan he took
a vacillating and national-chauvinist
stand. During this 'entire period and
e'ven for a long time afterward. Comrade
Soumya w.as his closest colleague.

By November 1971, the party faced a
gra~e crisis. National chauvinism was
running amuck, the party faced serious
isolation and areas of struggle by and
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by collapsed cne after another. Under
such conditions, it was absolutely neces-
sary to sum up the experiences. to cor-
rect, the mistakes, to unify the party
and hold high the banner of Marxism-
Leninism-Mao Tse-tung thought and
proletarian internationalism. It was
imperative to revive the CC which the
then General Secretary was trying to
bury. So, there was no alternative for
the majority of CC members but to caU
a requisition mdeting and revive the
CC. No responsible party member will
suggest that the CC should not have
been revived till the General Secretary
was convinced about the necessity and
saw sense. Under such conditions in
November 1971 out of seven CC mem-
bers present outside (CM. Soumya,
Ashim, SN, Guru Buse. Rajkishore,
Mahindra) five discussed the necessity of
reviving the CC and accordingly the CC
meeting was convened on November 7,
1971.

The authors of "On The Problems of
Unification" want to see the CC revived.
But the revival has already taken place
--in November 1971. If the revival of
the CC be a correct step in 1974. why
was it wrong in 1971? Many thanks to
the majority of CC members who reviv-
ed the CC: They have saved the party
from liquidation. Moreover, they have
not only formulated a correct Marxist-
Leninist line but have also led the party
in implementing it and re-integrating
the party with the masses. The achieve-
ment in carrying forward the revolution
by implementing the mass-line is re-
markable, though not spectacular.

Comrades like Soumya and . others
who came to a correct line much later
should have worked with the CC already
revived in 1971. Instead. they formed
a 'COC' as a parallel centre. It is r~al-
Iy a regrettable position. It is also re-
grettable that some comrades are plac-
ing the CC revival in 1971 by a majo-
rity of the CC members at par ~th .he
'COC' formation.

The CC has already pt:i !-:;rward a
draft Party PT0g:arr,me, a draft Party
COlJstit~(ioli .ind a draft \ Self-Critical
Report. It may be that there are some
mistakes and shortcomings in these do-
cuments, which are basically workable.
We appeal to all CPI(ML) comrades
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to go through these documents conscien-
tiously. enrich them with their positive
suggestions and criticisms and thus help
the CC in convening the 9th Congress
of the CPI(ML) soon. We fi-nd no
other alternative to fight concretely
against the danger of liquidation at
present.

Santosh Rana and
some other comrades

lodged in West Bengal Jails

Naxalites Up Again?

Recent reports in the newspapers s\l.g-
gest a resurgence of Naxalite activity.
This is to be taken with a pinch of
salt. For the last two years we have
constantly been assured by the police
authorities that the Naxalite movement
has collapsed and the activists are ei-
ther licking their wounds in jail or on
the point of realising that instant revo-
lution cannot be had for the asking.
Now we are told that they have risen
a~ain and are becoming a social menace.
The police are ~rastically reorganising
their intelligence cells to nip such insur-
rectionary tendencies in the bud. Sus-
pected Naxalites are rounded up daily
to spend the rest of their lives languish-
ing in jail without even the semblance
of a trial. Lately, quile a large number
of young women have been held by the
police and given third degree treatment
at the time of interrogation.

The whole affair seems an unholy
conspiracy to establish i\ police raj in
this State and destroy the morale and
militancy of our youth who are natural-
ly more sensitive and inllammable than
the other sections of our moribund socie-
ty. The Naxalite bogey has been raised
by the Government to sidetrack the burn-
ing issues of the day and cover up its
gargantuan failures on every front. A
socio-economic problem is invariably
given a law and order veneer-this has
been the practice ever since the Congress
swung back into power in West Bengal
in true Mafia fashion. The Curzon Park
incident is merely a reminder of how
brutalised the' police force has become
in order to satisfy its lust for power and
glory.

Vast quantities of anti-social hoarders

and blackmarketeers today
tire country to ransom a
dictate the course of events.
man sharks have no senseof
revel in sheer blackmail mer
tain temporary materiat bene""
sllppose it ever struck the
that these people ought to be
dealt with first as they are
greater menace to society than
"extremists" who are merely
against a system heavily we'
favour of the moneyed classes
vileged anti-socials. If the Go
insists on trilling with the feeli
impoverished citizens, it will
a formidable law and order pr
its hands and whatever comple.
be given to it, that movement
irrisistible because it will spring
the bleached and parched soil
ravaged country.

Unity Needed
Progressive cultural units of C

and rural areas are producing f
dramas, mass songs etc. and are
facing attacks by the police and g
paid by the ruling party. It is a m
of regret that organisations like
·IPT, Chetana, Abhinoy Patrika are
rying on r an idealistic inner st
which weakens the cultural st
against fascism. In this crucial m
the people and the cultural
should unite.

How Long?
Protracted trial in the Nepal R

murder case in the City Sessions Co
Calcutta. is telling upon the nerves
the accused. The judge's order
serving them lunch during court hou
as is being done in the court
Mr M. R. Mullick. Fifth Tribunal,
pore, has not been complied with.
prisoners have been in jail for more th
three years. It is no wonder that th
tempers are frayed and their behav'
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ionally abnormal. No one can
themif at times they are rude.

no benevolent organisation that
Ip these prison~re in their dis-

J. Banerjee
Calcutta

Correction

te this to correct the report
ing my daughter. Krishna Baner-
rontier. July 20). Krishna was

on June 20. and the police in-
us of the same on the 27th.

ve been visiting her since then
ng to our convenience.

Usha Banerjee
Bandel. Hooghly

are myopic and fbis fact explains
mabilityto extol Mrs Gandhi who

be credited with having add-
spiritual dimension to our demo-
which is unequalled in size. It

ity that you have sort of a patho-
I hatred towards this arbiter of

tiny conveniently overlooking the
. g features which make our demo-
stand out from others.

) The parliamentary opposlhon
IS nownearly non-existent and this
Iy is a sign of the sound health
r democracy enjoys under the
hip of Mrs Gandhi who attaches

importanceto a stable govern-
than anything else.
People are so moved, by the
I overtones of her utterances on
ic issues that they cannot think
possiblealternative despite the
uousrise in the prices of essential

itiesand the grovl'ing unemploy- .

Unlikethe Western democracies.
based on a concept of non-
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violence. Our pollcemen have the full
backing of our sacred constitution to
kill off the alleged extremists according
to the dictates of their conscience. This
is counter-violence which in the opinion
of our pundits is qualitatively different
from violence. But, Sir, our policemen
are not empowered to deal with the
non-violent hoarders. profiteers and
blackmarketeers in the same way in the
larger interest of the world's largest de-
mocracy.

(4) Ours is a great democracy where
freedom of speech is guaranteed but
those misusing it to dislodge the charis-
matic leader from the seat of power can
be :either incarcerated or I physically
liquidated for the good of the toiling
masses. In neighbouring Pakistan, for
example, no such freedom exists to
challenge the authority of Bhutto, the
damned autocratic ruler who is out to
crush th'e libetation struggles :in his
country.

Lastly, whether jYOU do her ~ustice
or not,. she being a great political think-
er, is going to prove to the world that
the current agitation led by the other
political parties against her government
are all "politically motivated".

Amiya Bhattacharjee
Calcutta

A Report
A number of teachers, writers and

cultural workers brought out a demons-
tration on August 1 to condemn the
police attack on drama groups in Curzon
Park on July 20, when a young man died.
The participants in the August 1 rally
point out that it just is not true that the
police did not lathi-charge on July 20.

The police version of the incident is
incredible. According to it, the police
arrested one Debarshi Chakraborty. "a
person long wanted on serious charges",
at which a section -of the processionists
attacked the police and they arrested 32
people vl'ithout resorting to a lathi-charge.
How could the police arrest "attacking" .
processionists without resorting to any
form of action? No one, having even
the remotest idea of how the police in
such circumstances act would put any'
credence to such a version.

Another mysterious thing is the arrest
of Debarshi Chakraborty. The fact that
he was granted bail' from the police sta-
tion itself proves as a complete lie the
police version that he was a person loni
wanted on serious charges. The conclu-
sion is inescapable that the arrest was de-
signed as a provocation.

That the police resorted to a wanton
lathi-charge on that day has been con-
firmed by numerous eye-witnesses. We
have reasons to believe that Prabir who
was a part of the regular audience of
the open-air drama and cultural shows
which have been a regular feature on
Saturdays at Curzon Part for more
than three years, was a victim of police
action. The way the police disposed of
his body all the more confirms this
opmlOn. He was taken to the crema-
torium under police escort and all the
pleadings of his mother that it should
be brought to the gate of their house
were flatly turned down.

iTheJ) 'large-scale (detentions wilthout
trial or on the pretext of trial coupled
with the killing of a large number of
youths in 'dashes' with the police, or
on the plea of one being an extremist'
have for some years created the impres-
sion that the spirit of a police State has
been fast overtaking us.
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